Paddington as Lead Instrument Engineer responsible for the instrumentation on such projects as Gas Sweetening plant for BP, Low Density Polyethylene Handling plant for Union Carbide and the North Alwyn production platform study for Total. He also spent two years at British Nuclear Fuels Risley working on the design of Highly Active Storage Tanks and early documents covering the design of Thorpe to be installed at Sellafie1d.
In 1984, at the age of 40, John became the Chief Instrument Engineer for Wimpey ME&C, initially with a staff of 5. On joining, Wimpey had just completed a very small re-instrumentation project for Esso Fawley which involved upgrading an old pneumatic system with a Honeywell TDC system. John immediately realised the enormous potential re-instrumentation had for contractors. Over the next few years Wimpey carried out the re-instrumentation of Grangemouth Refinery for BP, three major re-instrumentation projects for Esso Fawley and the reinstrumentation of Shell Haven Refinery. These projects involved the use of the latest Distributed Control Systems, Blast Resistant Control Rooms, and in some cases hot online change over of field instrumentation. The Distributed Control Systems incorporated advanced controls and optimisation techniques. Smart transmitters were also extensively used particularly on flow loops. This new technology resulted in re-instrumentation projects on refineries paying off their cost within two to three years. During this period the instrument personnel peaked at 176 engineers and designers-very worrying for Wirnpey management when the next biggest department was piping which had 40.
In 1990 John returned to John Brown as Chief Instrument Engineer. Over the next five years he was responsible for running a department which was involved with the design of offshore oil production platforms, major pipelines, London Underground's Central Line upgrade, ZADCO water injection and nuclear work.
John moved to Snamprogetti in 1995, again as Chief Instrumentation Engineer. The projects undertaken by Snamprogetti were mainly lump sum contracts and included a Crude Distillation Unit in Poland, an Oil Terminal in the Congo, a Pharmaceutical Plant in Sicily, a Polyethylene Plant in China and negotiations for a polyethylene complex in Siberia carried out in Moscow. He enjoyed the travelling and time spent in these exotic locations.
For the last few years John has been running his own consultancy company, concentrating on instrument design packages and expert witness work.
Over the years John has given a number of papers on topics such as New Developments in Instrumentation, CRINE, Re-instrumentation of Refineries in France, Kuwait as well as in the UK.
John has been active in the Institute of Measurement and Control for twenty years after joining the London Section Committee in the early eighties. He has also been Chairman of the London Section, Chairman of the Local Sections Committee and a member of the Executive Board. He is a Follow of the Institute of Measurement and Control, and a Fellow of the Institution of Electrical Engineers.
